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L. Mencken wouldn't recognize the place

he dismissed so cavalierly at the close of
the Twenties as "a Sahara of the
Bozarts." The South, diverse and expansive, accorded its own history at the
University and its own pantheon of literary genius, has
become one more hamlet in the Global Village. Cable
strings together the mountains of Tennessee and Kentucky, transmittting locally produced community
television as well as reruns of The Dukes of Hazzard.
Dino DeLaurentis has set up shop in North Carolina,
joining Earl Owensby, producer of the Rottweiler epics
that spring from drive-in screens across America. In
Atlanta, where Coke is king and Columbia Pictures
the newest jewel in its crown, Turner tends his ever
expanding media plantation. French crews scour
Mississippi in search of the Real South, and
Hollywood, finding the southern right-to-work-states

inviting, cycles a steady stream of non-union features
and tv movies through the flatlands of Savannah, the
hills of North Georgia, the wilderness of Tennessee.
At once invaded by and invisible to media, the South
is a crossroads of contradiction whose complexity and
ambivalence is reflected in its media community.
Southern independents, he they natives of the soil or
newcomers, are uncomfortable with the easy finality
of geographic classification. Though they embrace
regionalism as a funding strategy, they're wary of the
prejudices leveled at things southern; they rebel against
the view that, as regional artists, they're supposed to
explore "folksy" subjects and resent the unspoken supposition that their technical standards will he lower
than those of their peers working in Manhattan or Los
Angeles.
The expectation of regional identity among southern
media artists stems largely from the extraordinary

legacy of Faulkner, O'Connor, Welty and others, kept
alive today by a charmed circle of consciously southern
writers. However, unlike their literary contemporaries,
southern media artists are bereft of indigenous traditions. Their history dates only to the mid-Sixties, when
the National Endowment for the Arts was founded and
grants made available for regional media production.
Those artists drawn to the magnet of government funding were as diverse as their influences-- '60s European
cinema, Guerilla Television, verite documentary,
underground film. In little more than a decade, they've
produced works that deny down-in-Dixie stereotypes
as surely as they defy categorization. There are structuralists in the woods, and cine-poets and animators.
Directors like Kathleeen Dowdey, whose feature Blue
Heaven has been screened at Filmex and abroad, and
Ross Spears, maker of the Academy Award-nominated
Agee, look to national and international markets for

Tell about the South. What's it like there. What do they do there. Why
do they live there. Why do they live at all.

William Faulkner. Absalom, Absalom.

SOUTHERN
INDEPENDENTS
Linda Dubler
Linda Dubler is a film and video critic living in Atlanta.

their work. Marginalized by art and industry's for her exploration of experimental cinema. Sokol, horn Educated in the girls section of the school as punishhicoastal bias, film and videomakers in the South are in New York and raised in Miami, says that despite ment for misbehaviour, the narrator presents himself
united by one thing -- their choice to live in what may her eleven years in the city, she's still considered a as sensitive and feeling, a man who searches beyond
alternately he viewed as the isolation, or the shelter, Yankee. An artist who worked in gallery installations the facade of a woman's beauty. His memories, though,
are clearly of the flesh, an urgent
of the South. As Eudora Welty
has so eloquently written, "A
flood of erotic details. Accompasheltered life can he a daring life
nying his confessional, scenes
as well. For all serious daring
from a bullfight, tight shots of a
starts from within."
woman's pubis over which flutters
a red silk scarf, grainy,
vant-gardists, already
disintegrating close-ups of a nakoutside the mained woman's head and torso, and
stream, find their
encyclopedic array of sleight-ofsolitary status intenhand
magic tricks and other opsified below the Masontically printed images are edited
Dixon Line. Will Hindle, a
to convey a pulsing, intoxicating
seminal figure of the Sixties
Aqui does
interconnectedness.
underground and a life-long
not
yield
easily
to
symbolCalifornian, purchased property
assigning analysis, seeming to
in Blountsville, Alabama, and
delight instead in the potency of
moved there in 1970, thanks to a
its images, and their multivalent
Guggenheim Fellowship. Land
associations.
But out of the tenwas cheap, and Hindle gravitated
sion and convergence of word
toward the South's complex
and picture emerges a probeauty, its word-drunk province
vocative,
often paradoxical vision
where literary minds and visual
of
gender,
romance, fantasy and
ones could come together in rich
desire. It is as much a measure
collaboration. What he found inof the mystery at the center of
stead was intense loneliness, and
Sokol's work as it is reflection of
a pathological response to the
Don Baker (left) and Sprice Henry (right) take a break in the wee hours of the morning at the all night superthe
times that A qui has alternateclimate, worsened by his periodic
market in NIGHTWORK, a video written and directed by Blaine Dunlap. (Photo by Ruth Leitman)
ly been decried as sexist and
relocation to Tampa, where he
praised as insightful depending
accepted a teaching job in 1972. Plagued by allergies as well as film, Sokol gravitated toward the city in the
upon
the
audience's
perception
of the filmmaker as a
and by his aversion to the heat -- "I sweat so much early Seventies, when an air of tremendous excitement
man
or
woman.
I literally rust out my equipment," -- Hindle produc- surrounded the burgeoning visual arts scene. She nared the definite statement of otherness with Pasteu,.J, rowed her focus to media exclusively in 1980 and
Sokol sees travel as crucial to her process and ad(1976), in which the filmmaker, dressed as a comic- achieved international prominence 4 years later with mits that economic reasons figure in her choice of
hook foreigner in striped shirt, suspenders and cap,
Aqui Se Lo Halla (Here You Will Find It), an 18 home. She spent the summer of 1985 touring the Far
wanders through Florida's voluptuous, alien landscape
East and portions of her work-in-progress, Libretto,
spouting inanities and non-sequitors in high school minute long film awarded the Grand Prix at 'the funded by National Endowment and American Film
French. Ironic. and chilling, Pasteu,.J is a sort of worst Melbourne Film Festival. A spellbinding investigation Institute grants, were shot in the Carrihhean, Mexico,
case scenario for the personal filmmaker cut off from of romantic love, A qui's story is told by an unseen Mex- New Orleans, and New York. Like A qui, Libretto will
urban roots and the ferment of the citified art world. ican man, who remembers his childhood passion for he an exploration of identity and sexuality, this time
Despair, however, doesn't necessarily come with the a teacher at the religious school he attended, a love that centering around the experiences of a female imperterritory. For Lee Sokol, Atlanta's been a stable base he claims unequalled in his adult relationships. sonator. Again, Sokol will employ a first-person nar-
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A still from Ross McElwee's film SHERMAN'S MARCH TO THE
SEA: AN IMPROBABLE QUEST FOR LOVE.

followed ballad-singing, moonshining McBee from his
initial location of a still-worthy spot, to the final sampling of whiskey so potent "it'll slap you in the crick."
Hamper is an extravagant personality who winningly
embraces a drink-till-you-drop philosophy. (Surprisingly, Dunlap says that half the sales of the tape have
been to alcoholism-related service organizations.) But
when the TV Lab at WNET New York, acquired the
piece for a pittance, their problem wasn't that it
glamorized drinking, hut that the moonshine making
had been carried out with the full knowledge of the
Tennessee Alcohol Beverage Commission. "The people in New York thought it was checkbook journalism," Dunlap laughs. "They seemed to think that
for the piece to he valid, to he authentic, we had to
break the law."
The Uncle Dave Macon Program preserves the
vitality of Raw Mash while moving into a much more
polished form. Constructed from contemporary interviews and performances, archival footage, and
fragments of Republic's 1939 movie The Grand Ole
Opry, Uncle Dave recalls the eccentric country music
star in a meticulously edited 60 minutes. Luminaries
like Pete Seeger and Roy Acuff reflect on Uncle Dave's
contributions as an entertainer, while family members
temper their praise with unhappy stories of his drinking and hellraising. Dunlap started with only a minute
and a half's worth of footage of his actual subject, inventing the rest "out of thin air." Yet there's no poverty
of sources in the finished piece; it's both a complex portrait and a vivid evocation of a time and place now lost.
PBS broadcast Uncle Dave nationally in a core slot,
hut still seemed unsure exactly where the show fit into
their overall programming scheme. "When we approached them with Southbound (a 10-part series on
southern music) we reminded them that they brought
in more money during their pledge drive with Live
From the Grand Ole Opry than any other show,"
Dunlap says. "It might not he the talk of Midtown hut
what about all those people in Peoria and
Kalamazoo?" PBS promised a $25,000 promotion
budget for Southbound, which was funded through

lot in common with Dunlap. Like Dunlap, he came
to the South during the mid-seventies, was involved in
community-based video, and moved from activistoriented works into highly refined pieces that document
the richness of southern culture through its music. This
Cat Can Play Anything, a tape that examines the dying tradition of New Orleans jazz through the life of
banjoist Emmanuel Sayles, was his first serious foray
into music documentary, a form which he brought to
perfection in Piano Players Rarely Ever Play Together.
Exploring the musical and personal relationships hetween three generations of keyboard kings, Tuts
Washington, Professor Longhair and Allen Toussaint,
Piano Players traces an extraordinary legacy. Its story,
deepened by Professor Longhair's death mid-project,
turns the academic turf of folklorists into something
living, electric, and immensely moving. Piano Players
has won awards and accolades by the dozen, and was
the only fetaure-length program picked up as an acquisition rather than commissioned for the now defunct
CBS Cable.

Palfi labored two and a half years on Piano Players,
and expects to spend even longer on his next tape, a
portrait of violinist Papa John Creach. Setting the
Record Straight got off the ground with support from
the Rockefeller Foundation in 1982, and was boosted
by an additional $150,000 in grants from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and the NEA. Productorytelling isn't exclusively a southern
tion has entailed more than simply shooting and reoordprovince, hut it threads through the
ing -- Palfi has organized numerous rehearsals, conregional sensibility with the vigor of kudcerts and reunions bringing together such diverse
zu in August. The oral tradition that emtalents as Jorma Kaukonen, George Winston, Sylvester
broiders the past through ballad, song, and
Scott and Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinso. Also in the works
folklore, and the sense of history that it preserves, captured documentary maker Blaine Dunlap in 1974,
is a television adaptation of John O'Neal's one-man
drama, Don't Start Me To Talking Or I'll Tell
when his debut film, Sometimes I Run, won first prize
at the Sinking Creek Film Celebration in Nashville.
Everything I Know: Sayings From the Life and
Writings of ]unebug ]abbo ]ones. Junehug, a folk hero
There he met an extraordinary collection of people livadopted by members of the Student Nonviolent Cooring in the mountains of East Tennessee, involved with
dinating Committee, was a composite chronicler of the
alternative service organizations like Tennessee's
times, a symbol of southern blacks who overcame
Highlander Center and Broadside TV and Kentucky's
tremendous obstacles in order to
Appalshop. Dunlap, who grew
up in Dallas, felt an instant afsurvive. Lest the memory of
Junehug fade with the dissolution
finity: "Dallas is nowhere. I grew
of SNCC, O'Neal, a onetime
up with no sense of ethnic tradiSNCC member and civil-rights
tion, and since--my parents were
worker in Mississippi, began the
only children, there was just im14 year process of collecting
mediate family and one set of
"J unebugisms",
which
grandparents. I had no sense of
culminated in his remarkable
having people, and I wanted to
1980 stage play and performance.
know where I came from. In the
South it became instantly clear Palfi was drawn to ]unebug
this is where I came from."
for its stereotype shattering
Dunlap joined Broadside and
directness, but worries that the
began, along with twenty or so
video version will he pegged as
other members, to produce comstrictly Southern. "John O'Neal's
munity television for the newly
play isn't just about the South,
hooked up cable system. "Most
it's about human relations and
of the· work at Broadside was
ethics," he says. "It's roots are
video ethnography," Dunlap
here, hut the fruit isn't southern
recalls, "though like Ted Turner,
fruit. We set out to do this proour most popular program was
duction wanting to reach the kind
wrestling. We used porta-pak
of audience a live play never can.
video to facilitate community
If all goes well, we'll raise enough
decision making, especially on
money for publicity to prevent it's
environmental issues. That work
being
ghettoized as black or
A production still from Stevenson Palfi's video PIANO PLAYERS RARELY EVER PLAY TOGETHER.
would probably look pretty crude
regional drama."
Allen Toussaint (left), Stevenson Palfi (center}, and Tuts Washington (right) during a final tribute performance
now, hut at the time, we played
to Professor Longhair.
an important part." Showdown
At The Hoedown, Dunlap's first tape made in col- NEA and foundation grants, then pulled out at the last
hat Dunlap's, Palfi's, and so many other
laboration with Sol Korine, a spirited look at an Ap- minute. Dunlap makes no secret of his frustration with
southern documentarists' work shares is
palachian fiddlers convention, represents the final public television hut says that for documentary
a sense of history, transmuted into storyflowering of Broadside style. Shot with borrowed videomakers it's the only game in town. "It's a nortelling. Nowhere is that sense more tangicameras (one came from the Memphis Public Library), thern dominated scene. Our work has never been hip,
ble than in Nancy Yasecko's Growing Up
its post-production entailed a sort of magnetic odyssey and the tendency has been to regard it as hillbilly, red- With Rockets, an autobiographical film which traces
through the region, uncovering editing facilities at neck culture."
the growth of the space program through memories of
Auburn's School of Pharmacy, in Montgomery, and
Dunlap and Korine worked on one more piece . a childhood spent in Cocoa Beach, Florida. Yasecko
at Atlanta's Georgia Public Television studios.
together, Sometimes It's Gonna Hurt, a look at kid- started her career making short, experimental movies,

rative. She explains: "I've always written, hut until
recently my films were non-narrative, so private they
seemed esoteric. Now I'm bringing storytelling to filmmaking, writing scripts aimed at addressing emotions
people understand. I want to dig around in peoples'
feelings and use stories to do that."
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While negotiating the sale of Showdown with PBS,
Dunlap and Korine settled into a pattern of producing video based on southern music and folklore for
public television broadcast. Their next two projects,
Hamper McBee: Raw Mash and The Uncle Dave
Macon Program were made for a total of $25,000 and
were funded through the Folklore Program of the National Endowment for the Arts. Raw Mash,
photographed with the vigorously physical, get-downin~the-middle-of-the-action style that Dunlap favors,
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die rodeos that manages to respect its subjects while
unveiling the destructiveness of their macho subculture.
Currently, Dunlap is realizing his longstanding ambition to work narratively, editing his first drama, Night
Work, about an escapee from the Nashville music scene
who takes a job working in an all-night supermarket
in Atlanta. "Ultimately, 111 have to deal with New
York," he concludes. "That's where the decisions are
made."
New Orleans video artist Stevenson Palfi shares a

so it would he misleading to call Rockets a debut, hut
it's undoubtedly her most ambitious work. The idea
came when, as a college student, Yasecko began to
realize what an exceptional place the Cape was: "Each
time I went home, some piece of the past was gone.
The space program had hit the skids, buildings were
being torn down. It was all disappearing." Initially envisioning the project as a standard documentary, she
shot interviews at the 30th reunion of Missile, Space
and Range Pioneers and the 10 year high school reu-

nion of Cocoa Beach's first graduating class. As the
film moved into a more personal realm, she collaborated with writer Nan Robinson, and developed
a private chronology that began with her family's move
from Dayton to the mosquito swarming wilds of the
Cape. They were part of a vast migration of white,
middle-class middle-American whose wage-earning
male heads of household were scientists, mathematicians and engineers, and who transformed Cocoa
Beach from a sleepy backwater, (the Cape's total
population in 1950 numbered 30) to a town where
rocket launches were a near-nightly occurrence. Mass
was offered in the bowling alley, celebrity studded
motorcades rolled through the streets, and at important community events the baton-twirling Missile
Twisters strutted their stuff. The nostalgic charm of
these early memories is offset and darkened by Cold
War competition in the space race and the Cuban
Missile Crisis, made immediate to Yasecko and her
peers by the persistent sound of fighter planes
overhead. Following the narrator through high school
and her first job as an engineering intern during the
Apollo 17 mission, Rockets concludes with the maiden
voyage of the Space Shuttle.
Against considerable odds Yasecko wrests a tonal
wholeness from a multitude of differently textured archival materials, contemporary interviews and home
movies. And she edits with great panache; an opening
sequence of failed missile launches, scored to Paul Ill's
New Wave music, is reminiscent of Bruce Connor in
its black humor and priapic energy. Few female artists have aproached technology with such affection and
gusto.
There's a satisfying symmetry in considering
Yasecko's film in relation to Victor Nunez's 1984
feature, A Flash of Green, based on the novel by John
D. MacDonald. Yasecko's modern mythology
celebrates the blossoming of a community of outsiders
and the intoxicating sense of progress born of their explorations. Nunez mourns the passing of a world, the
loss of tropical wilderness quickened by the invasion
of outsiders and the specter of progress. Set in 1965
in the Gulf Coast town of Palm City, his film chronicles
the struggle between a tiny, stubborn group of environmentalists and a profit-hungry coalition of
developers eager to fill in Grassy Bay and build expensive waterfront homes and shops. The story's hero,
Jimmy Wing, played with laser-powered concentration
by Ed Harris, is a character fraught with fascinating
contradictions, the principal one being that, although
he sympathizes with the environmentalists, he joins the
payroll of County Commissioner Elmo Bliss, (Richard
Jordan) the architect of the bay-fill plant. Wing's dicey
role as Elmo's collaborator and later combatant was
an inconsistency that New York Times reviewer Vincent Canby found impossible to accept, but it is a flaw
that Nunez describes as particularly southern, a
malaise born of good manners and a veneer of sociability. Nunez sees Jimmy as a character desperately seeking his way back into the world, desperate to feel. Using religious metaphors (one of the subtexts of the film
is Milton's Paradise Lost) he calls Wing's acceptance
of Bliss' offer The Seduction and describes his journey
as one of confronting the evil man in himseU, with
transfiguration coming in a final, uncompromsing commitment to remain in Palm City, despite Bliss' harassment. ''I'm always amused when people hate Jimmy,
when they simply can't forgive him," Nunez says. "To
me he's a native saint. He emerges with a caring, a
sense of place that is missing so much today."
profound sense of place reverberates through
every frame of A Flash of Green, and in its
quietly paced, dreamy stillness, it returns us
to an American Eden. For the filmmakers,
the notion of paradise lost was more than a
metaphor. "Working on the production was
painful for all the Floridians on the crew," Nunez
recalls. "There were shots over the marshes where, had
we moved the camera one degree to the left or right,
a 15 story condo would have been in view. We really
had a sense that we were making A Flash of Green the
last time it could ever be made. When the beach is
destroyed, well, all you can do is hope that a hurricane
comes through."
Nunez grew up in Central Florida and then in
Tallahassee, left the state to attend college and film
school and returned again to live and make movies.
Gal Young 'Un, his modest first feature, made entirely with local talent, was screened at Cannes to great
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critical acclaim. A Flash of Green, financed through
a baroque arrangement that involved pre-sale to German Television, NEA and Rockefeller grants, funds
raised through a limited partnership and backing from
American Playhouse, again used the same core of
technical people, but this time Nunez had a New York
casting director and recruited actors there and in
California. The film premiered at the New York Film
Festival and opened theatrically in a slightly re-edited
version in New York, Chicago, and several other cities
this summer. Nunez, now in his forties, has been working longer than any of his contemporaries in the region,
and he reflects on the irony of the southern independent's situation: "It was very strange to be working
on a film as bound to Florida as this one, both literally and metaphorically, and to be spending half of my
time in New York. The lab was there, my casting director was there, the actors were there. I ended up feeling unsure that I'm home anywhere anymore."
What sets A Flash of Green apart from the myriad
Hollywood films photographed in Florida is an ineffable but enveloping rightness of detail, a perfect
rootedness. It is perhaps what Flannery O'Connor was
getting at when she wrote "If you're a writer and the
South is what you know, then it's what you'll write
about and how you judge it will depend on how you
judge yourself."
Certainly O'Connor's thoughts inform the work of
the most southern of this group of filmmakers, Ross
McElwee, who sharpens his vision of home by living
in Boston, where he teaches at Harvard. McElwee, the
rebellious scion of a long line of physicians in Charlotte,
North Carolina, is obsessed with codes of southern
behaviour as they affect race, sex, class and family relations, and uses the cinema verite style he studied under
Ricky Leacock as a searchlight to detect their imprint
in his own life and in those of fellow southerners.
Backyard, a family portrait shot in 1977 and completed
in 1984, mines the nonevents of daily life to reveal how
racism, privilege and power permeate genteel and affectionate relationships between black and white, rich
and poor. In its sweetest and most terrible moment,
McElwee's grandmother, anxious to provide him with
something interesting to film, sings a song from her
girlhood, a ballad about a "dusky little pickaninny"
who, shunned by white schoolmates, receives his Mammy's comforting advice to "play all you please but stay
in your own backyard."
McElwee describes Backyard as a sketch for the just
released Sherman's March to the Sea: An Improbable
Quest for Love, a two and a haU hour epic that is, in
his words "an investigation into the possibility of
romantic love in the South during an era of nuclear
weapons proliferation." Wandering on and off Sherman's Stygian path, McElwee discovers his subject not
in the contemplation of historical monuments, but in
a passing parade of women who sound the battlecry
for the filmmaker's own private Gettysburg. Eight portraits make the piece a whole, but wholly confound
when it comes to classifying the New Southern Belle.
There are the sexy - Pat, an aspiring acress with an
overactive fantasy life who's driven by the ambition to
appear in a Burt Reynolds movie, and Joy, an earthyvoiced blues singer ready to make the big time in New
York. There are the serious - Jackie, a nuclear activist
who feels compelled to protest as long as she stays in
rural South Carolina, and thus resolves to head for
California, and Dee Dee, a refined Charlestonian eager
to find a man who shares her Morman faith. There's
sweet Oaudia, a divorced interior decorator whose survivalist friends share her belief in the inevitability of
apocalypse, and confused Karen, one of McElwee's old
flames. There's Winnie, a linguist living in hippie
splendor on a Georgia sea island whom McElwee
romances and then loses when he leaves to take a threemonth editing job up north. And finally there is
Charlene, passionate and regal in her overblown way,
ready to tell her former student exactly what women
want, how he's failed, who he should marry, and when
he's hiding behind his camera.
On his thirteenth birthday, while his family was
vacationing in Hawaii, McElwee witnessed a nuclear
blast from a distance of 800 miles. He watched the
nighttime sky light up bright as day, then glow with
the unnatural colors of a Good Humor popsicle. An
unconventional initiation into manhood, the memory
of disaster now monopolizes his dreams whenever he
feels unhappy or abandoned in love. This psychic quirk
and the filmmaker's taboo sympathy for General

William Tecumseh Sherman, a complicated and
cultured man despised in the South and rejected in the
North during his lifetime, constitute a kind of anxious,
ironic gag running through the movie. There's something Woody Allenish in the serio-comic way McElwee
treats everything from large scale disaster to his own
confessions of indecision, frustration, and lust. In its
unblinking, sometimes uncomfortable frankness, Sherman's March to the Sea: An Improbable Quest for
Love is true to McElwee's feeling about the South.
"What excited me about the area is that it triggers
something more than a measured response. It exacts
something from you, and you can't be polite about it,
even though that's what you're taught."

C

onsidering the dearth of support most
southern artists suffer both critically and
financially, it's surprising that they exist at
all. What's even more surprising is that Europeans seem suddenly to have taken an interest in the scene. A recent large-scale retrospective
at London's National Film Theater, unfortunately titled "Southern Comfort," supplemented its programming of Hollywood movies with independent ones;
Festival directors from Edinburgh and Tyneside have
travelled to Atlanta to judge and view that city.'s annual independent film and video festival and works by
all the artists mentioned here have been shown
overseas. The irony is, of course, that outside investment has discovered the South, which is now being invaded by real foreigners as well as Yankees. (One of
the funniest lines in Greg Killmaster's Possum
0 'Possum, a documentary send-up of folklore films,
concerns the necessity of keeping possum grease,
America's most valuabl.: m••!lral resource, out of the
hands of OPEC.) As the · ·-· South disappears a~1d the
new one rises, not in the imm of a phoenix, but as a
multi-story condo, the impetus for remembering and
recording is clear. Perhaps now, as the South vanishes
and transmutes and endures, the works of southern film
and videomakers will finally be seen.
Reprinted with permission from the April1986 issue
of American Film, © 1986 The American Film Institute.
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A still from Nancy Yasceko's fibn GROWING UP WITH
ROCKETS. Mrs. Urda Edgar with son Robert. (Photo by Mr.
Robert Edgar)

SOUTHERN
VIDEO
FESTIVAL

and Patrick Keough of Greenville, N.C.
Keough's work What Can I Say? utilizes a song by
the reggae group Shep and the Amateurs, juxtaposing
recycled news footage and image processing to create
an affecting anti-war statement. The six-minute video's
primary feeling is one of sad resignation to the idea that
man is essentially a warlike creature heading toward
inevitable destruction. While the final image of the
earth exploding is cliched, this climax is carefully led
up to in a melange of images: Vietnam war footage,
troups marching to the beat of the music, faces of small
children and the sad but inevitable footage of the
band's live performance of the song. Keough seems to
place blame (if the finger can indeed be pointed) at no
one country or leader, rather portraying heads of state
as men unable to control the destinies of their countries or their administrations. Castro is shown observ-

Dorne Pentes
Dorne Pentes is a video artist living in
Charlotte, N.C. He is video coordinator
for the Light Factory, a photographic arts
organization, and organized the Southern Video
Festival as well as other video events.
Video has come to North C">;~!: r.!' . On Friday May
2, 1986, The Light Factory's '<'h-st Annual Southern
Video Festival made its debu~ leaturing artists from
North and South Carolina and Georgia. Though the
call went out to eleven southern states, the majority
of our entries came from inside North Carolina to
create an impressive array of work by eleven artists.
The range of genres was as impressive as the talents
of the artists who produced everything from ~"
homemade image processing to sophisticated music
videos. Each entry displayed a solid grasp of the
technical aspects of the medium and worked well within
its limitations, often emphasizing content over form,
giving the works distinct character. No one artist's
work closely resembled that of another's. Each, by the
blessing of isolation it would seem, has developed a unique style unhampered by trends. We were proud to see
such diverse and original talent:

A still from Joni Varner's video NOW I SEE THY LOOKS WERE
FEIGNED.

Now For Something Very Cold. Sm. ing a military parade, his face old and worn, the
characteristic proud defiance replaced by a worn,
Martin Brown. Hillsborough, NC.
hopeless look. Reagan is rendered mute in a scene from
Dreamscapes 3 and 4. 10m. Frank Holder.
a speech to Congress, in which the applause is so long
Greensboro, NC.
all he can do is stand, mouth open, waiting to speak.
Scape. 5:50m. William Hill. Rougemont, NC.
He has something very important to say but he can't.
Family Reunion. 8m. Marti Vermillion and Michael Reverence for the leader rends him mute, trapped
Ferguson. Mt. Pleasant, SC
•••----------·-··-··~---·····---··~-----~--and Spartanburg, SC.
A Myriad. 2:30m. Joni
Varner. High Point, NC.
Now I See Thy Looks Were
Feigned. 6m. Joni Varner.
High Point, NC.
The House of Limbo Looks at
William. 12m. Betsy Bilger
and Chris Wilson. Charlotte,
NC.
What I Told Mama. 1 :30m.
Dorne Pentes. Charlotte, NC.
Biography. 12m. Claire Peterson. Savannah, GA.
What Can I Say? 6m. Patrick
Keough. Greenville, NC.
In this era of music television,
in which the video consists of little more than images designed to
promote the song (though that
trend is diminishing somewhat as
the genre grows), it was encouraging to see work by Martin
Brown of Hillsborough, N.C.,
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A still from William Hill's video SCAPE.

within the very system he leads. Though the pace of
What Can I Say? is a bit labored, Keough does not
pound the viewer with angry imagery, rather presenting what he percieves to be happening in the world
as a forgone conclusion. Destruction is inevitable; he
has given up.
Brown's five minute Now For Something Very Cold,
created with the Chapel Hill band the Pressure Boys
to their song Look to the East, is a sardonic look at
the haves versus the have-nots. A pathetic but wellintentioned figure searches for that key to the American
dream: a job. Haunted by a group of saxophone-toting
crazies, his attempts are continually thwarted. He
walks into an elevator only to be thrown out by the
management. Two of the crazies trail him endlessly,
getting in his way, offering "advice", and leading him
to his eventual suicide. The video works because it juxtaposes a pathetic situation with a song sardonically
parodying the good life: "I always take a look at the
bright side of things 'cause there's only one thing that
I'd like to see, that the sun comes up at the regular
time, that the birds all sing and the mailmen cry ... "
Brown and the Boys expose the irony of the conflict
between what men are expected to become and what
they actually achieve. Video is still an art form devoid
of parameters. The technology is still very new, and
the art form itself is barely twenty years old. The
masters of the craft have little influence over other artists, since their work is rarely seen outside New York,
San Francisco or London. Video artists have the blessing of being at the beginnings of a new art form, one
in which they can make their own rules. And the first
rule is: there are no rules.
Two artists who have made their own rules (choosing either to accept or ignore the first rule), are Joni
Varnerfrom High Point, N.C., and William Hill from
Rougemont, N.C. These two artists are working within
the blessing of isolation, for their work has impulses
and feelings which are at once highly original and
charmingly creative.
Varner's two videos: A Myriad and Now I See Thy
Looks Were Feigned showed Varner has an excellent
grasp of both the limitations and possibilities inherent
in video. A Myriad is 2~ minutes of image processing
and video feedback, arresting in both design and concept. Packed with rapid-fire imagery to a soundtrack
by the Alan Parsons Project, the maze and swirl of color and patterns moves at times like a human heart.
Varner avoids the needless repetition of so many feedback/image processed works by constantly
manipulating the color and chroma balance, and frees
the viewer's mind to project onto the work his/her own
interpretation. The piece is more
than just pretty colors, the tight
editing and exhilarating score set
the work firmly as an entity unto
itself-no more, no less.

Now I See Thy Looks Were
Feigned was perhaps the finest
use of video technology present in
the festival. Working with what
could have been a setback,
Varner uses an old black and
white camera, exploiting its
milky, watery look to create a
surrealistic work on the deception
and frustration inherent between
men and women.
Varner works layers within
layers: a man in silhouette drinks
from a wine glass; wine is seen
being poured into a glass on a
television screen as the same image is being repeated inside the
screen itself. Two lovers sitting
on a couch drinking becomes a
picture of the same thing, which
is held inside a tv screen, then
zoomed out of to reveal a lover
watching the same image.

Varner's work is hard to accurately describe or interpret, refreshingly deceptive and challenging. The
editing of the six minute piece is tight and concise, and
the soundtrack, on a cappella recording from the 1600's
by the Antiqua Pro Musica hauntingly juxtaposes the
colonial world with twentieth century vexations.
Hill's work is similar to Varner's in its choice of
sound, but the world he presents is much more disturbing. The 5:50 Sca.pe is composed of three simple
elements: a Catholic mass on audio channel 1, "white
noise" as Hill describes it, on channel 2, and flat,
grainy images of industrial towns and residential
neighborhoods. Simplicity rends irony in Scape, for the
world presented is void of loving human contact.
Humans are present in the audio and a few of the
scenes, but their presence is shown as an empty one.
The haunting, ghostly strains of the mass are juxtaposed to the white noise of radio and television banter;
noise which is ever-present, always encroaching on our
consciousness. The imagery of brownstone factories,
lonely, flat neighborhoods and a grey, dull sky convey
a world of hopelessness and empty words. The work
slowly draws the viewer in, promising little at first, but
eventually giving a great deal of emotion and angst.
One waits, wondering what is going to "happen", and
nothing does. The traditional crisis, climax and denoument is displaced in favor of a recurring cycle of images. Paced almost too slowly, it seems at first, the
measured cycle of minimalist imagery sinks inside,
allowing the viewer's mind to wander, freeing up questions and deep seated feelings of uneasiness, both
powerful and disturbing.
From Savannah, Georgia, Claire Peterson's twelve
minute work Biography is an exercise in storytelling.
In individually taped monologues, a group of people
describe a friend in all her glory and shame. A con-

troversial figure in their circle, she was evidently loved for her loving nature and feared for her outrageous
behaviour. She is eloquently described in Godard-esque
one-sided interviews. Peterson places her actors to one
side of the screen, facing them as if talking to an offcamera reporter. Their guard is let down and the stories
and images flow freely. Gradually, a painful picture
emerges and impressions of the unseen girl begin to
form and flow. Though Peterson draws mostly excellent, unpretentious performances from her actors,
the script lacks economy. A story that could have been
told in six minutes is told in over twelve, making the
work seem labored. Powerful, acute anecdotes become
obscured by more vague generalities and needless
descriptions. While the final image is powerful and the
work as a whole effective, its strength could be
heightened by trimming the script and allowing the
most salient points to emerge.
From Mt. Pleasant and Spartanburg, S.C., Marty
Vermillion and Michael Ferguson's eight minute
documentary Family Reunion is a touching portrait of
the annual gathering of the Locke Family. While the
work provides an intimate glimpse into a time-honored
tradition, it is more a record of the event than a history
of the family. The creators provide little in the way of
historical background, relying instead on personal interviews and recollections of how long family members
have been attending reunions. Though the work is effective, it could have much more emotional resonance
if the creators had given us the stuff of history: who
did what, where they came from, how they fared, old
photographs or family heirlooms-things beyond personal des~ripton which make history tangible and
resonant.
The festival received over thirty entries from twenty artists, many sending multiple works. We were

pleased with the response for this frrst-time event, but
disappointed more work did not come from a call that
went out to eleven southern states throughout the
Southeast. Video artists, as well as many filmmakers
in the South, are busily creating in isolated pockets,
and we hoped to tap more talent. As it is, however,
the work that did come in displayed a wide range of
talent and ability. The jurors, artist Jacqueline Heer,
film editor Darch Bowman, video director Lewis
Asbury, and photographer Byron Baldwin based their
decisions on standard aesthetic criteria, since their experience with video was limited. How well the form
fit the content, how the artist utilized the medium in
relation to the message delivered, and most importantly, how it worked inside. Gut response took precedence
over analyzation and theory. The hour and ten-minute
festival was screened to a packed house at Entertainment Place at Spirit Square in Charlotte, and the
festival will move to the Mint Museum in Charlotte
for a one month run, June 18th-July 20th. A first-time
event for Charlotte and North Carolina, the festival
allowed video art wide exposure to the arts community and brought together many of the artists whose
works were shown. We know we're out there-video and
film artists are hiding in small pockets in all corners
of the South. There is a great range of talent in the
region, and, like the new music scene of Athens, Atlanta, and Winston-Salem, the film and video communities of the South will grow and prosper, bringing
forth a body of work and artists whose contributions
will give the South greater prominence, proving that
what we create is our own and our best.
For information about the 1987 Southern Video
Festival, contact Dorne Pentes or Ken Bloon at The
Light Factory, Spirit Square Arts Center, ll 0 E.
Seventh St., Charlotte, NC 28202. 704-333-9755. 0
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DEAF

GHOSTBUSTERS
Sonny Maddox on location for the video BEWARE OF THE NIGHTMARE. (Photo by Deanna Morse)

Film/Video artist Deanna Morse recently
completed an eight week South Carolina Arts
Commission Media Artist in Education Residency
at The South Carolina School For The Deaf, Blind
and Multihandicapped in Spartanburg, South
Carolina. The extended residency in the spring of
1986 was a continuation of her very successful two
week pilot residency there in the spring of 1985.

Deanna Morse
Deanna Morse lives in Michigan where she
teaches film at Grand Valley State College.
Deanna's animated films have been screened
internationally and purchased for film collections
in Australia, Canada and The Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York.

It was one of those situations I don't really trust,
but can't abandon either. I sat across the table
from a new student, leaning over my tray of
corndog, jello and beans, and looked at him hard.
Something about him connected. In hesistant signs
and slow fingerspelling, "I think I know you."
"No," he responded.
But I persisted, not willing to dismiss the
possibility. "Maybe I worked with you a long time
ago, in Goose Creek?" About seven or eight years
ago I had done a photography residency in an
elementary school near Charleston, working with
hearing-impaired children. But I had worked as a
filmmaker-in-residence for four years with the
South Carolina Arts Commisison, and I must have
worked with a thousand different students. O.K.,
not Goose Creek. "Moncks Comer?".
"No."

"What was the name of your school?"
Suddenly things clicked, and the signs and
speech came fast for both of us. Berry Elementary
School, North Charleston. Michael pulled me to
his youth counselor. "She came to my school.
Seven years ago. She gave us cameras. We went
home and took pictures of our family. We know
each other! " Our energy was contagious. Louis,
another student from the class at Berry, found us.
Hugs all around, and he joined our video group,
too. The residency was well on its way after just a
few hours!
Our two-week video residency focused on
interviews, school documentation, and a major
monster drama, Superstition, which was written by
Michael Bowen, my familiar Berry Elementary
School connection, and produced by the members
of "the video group", Michael, Louis Broughton,
Donna Landreth, Ron Riddle, Allison Bindenwald,
Fred Kiley and Kim Wise.
The two week residency also brought an
invitation to return. This winter, I stayed for an
eight week period, again working with the afterschool art and recreation programs. This longer
residency had many advantages. First, there was a
sense of continuity, with much integration with the
art program's activities. Second, there were
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advantages for the students involved, as they were
able to take video through all the stages, including
editing, and to begin new projects after having
learned from previous mistakes. And third, there
were opportunities for greater student involvement
- more students participated, more students were
able to have significant control over projects and
ideas.
The art program staff, Jessica Barnes, Jimmy
Ervin and Janelle Mickel were enthusiastic about
learning video and animation. As they felt comfortable with their new skills, they worked to include
these activities in the art curriculum, and students
were soon making visual toys, participating in
creative dramatics, making clay animation films
and screening and discussing film examples. Their
involvement will provide a sense of continuity as
they continue using film and video in the art
program.
The after-school video group completed four major dramas, which were written and directed by
students (three suspense and one comedy). They
were Hard Time with Two Wives by Donna Landreth, Deaf Ghostbusters by Sonny Maddox,
Beware of the Nightmare by Michael Bowen, and
It's Back from the Grave by Donna Landreth.
Fred Kiley supervised much of the editing, and he
and Ron Riddle supervised much of the
camerawork on these dramas.
The last two nights of the residency we screened
the student-made videos in each of the dorm

lounges where the students watch TV. I watched
the faces, lit by TV light, thinking how different
this is from regular TV. These are their friends,
their community, their school, and people are
speaking sign language, no captions needed. The
faces show rapt attention, recognition,
support, encouragement. And the monster dramas
are so scary! A little girl covers her eyes. Someone
touches my arm. A little boy next to me asks, "Is
the monster real?"
"No, not real. Fake." I sign in response. He

looks at the TV again. Mter a IJ10ment, I feel a
tug at my arm.
"Will I see the monster again?" he signs.
"Yes, I say. "OK?" He looks back at the TV
and smiles.
For information about Media Artist-InEducation Residencies available in South Carolina,
contact the South Carolina Arts Commission Media
Arts Center, 1800 Gervais Street, Columbia, SC
29201. 734-8696
D
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Fred Kiley (left), Donna Landreth (center) and Ron Riddle (right)
on location for the video IT'S BACK FROM THE GRAVE. (Photo
by Deanna Morse)

William Ferris
William Ferris is Director of the Center for the
Study of Southern Culture at the University of
Mississippi. He has produced fifteen documentary
films, is the author of six books, and served as a
consultant for The Color Purple.
YOU GOT TO MOVE. Lucy Massie Phenix and
Veronica Selver. 1985. 16mm. Color. Sound. 85m.

T

he American South is viewed as a region
steeped in tradition, a land where change
seldom touches people and their institutions.
The novel and film, Gone with the Wind,
popularized a southern epic in which white
southerners sacrificed all rather than change their way
of life.
This image of an unchanging South is more myth
than reality, for the region changed radically following the Civil War, World War II, and the Civil Rights
Movement. Most, however, would argue that this
change was imposed on southerners from without
rather than initiated from within. The idea that
southerners have the vision or resources to change their
cultural and political institutions simply does not fit
the popular view of the region.
Given this image of the South, Lucy Massie Phenix
and Veronica Selver's You Got to Move offers a rich
new understanding of the region and her people.
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"The last two nights of the residency we screened the student-made videos in each of the dorm lounges ... I watched the faces, lit by TV
light, thinking how different this is from regular TV." (Photo by Deanna Morse)

Through portraits of six individuals who worked with
the Highlander Center and through conversations with
its founder, Myles Horton, the filmmakers reveal how
grass-roots community efforts have persisted and
prevailed in changing the region over the last 50 years.
From its earlier civil rights and labor organizing to its
recent support of citizens' groups who oppose toxic
waste dumping and strip mining, the Highlander
Center has inspired individuals and offered them the
courage to challenge racial and class barriers in their
communities. Bernice Robinson, a black beautician
from Johns Island, off the coast of South Carolina,
remembers "It was the only place in the South where

YOU
MOVE

blacks and whites could really meet." Since 1932 the
Center has appropriately shifted its focus in response
to the needs of the region. Bernice Johnson Reagon,
originally from Albany, Georgia and now Director of
Programs in Black America at the Smithsonian Institution, sees this flexibility as a key to the programs' success and stresses, "That makes Highlander special for
me-the ability to move through time."

You Got to Move credits Highlander Center obliquely by focusing on those who worked there and
returned to their communities to deal with social and
economic issues. Through conversations with these
community leaders, we quickly sense how deeply Horton touched their lives. Horton appears several times
during the film while working in his garden. He commented to me once in his garden that ideas, like plants,
require a well-prepared, fertile bed of soil. Myles Horton and Highlander Center have nurtured ideas and
commitments that have brought fundamental change
to the region. It was here that Martin Luther King was
able to meet with white and black southerners to
develop a strategy for the Civil Right Movement. It
was here that the song We ShaU Overcome was brought
by striking tobacco workers from Charleston, South
Carolina in 1947 and was disseminated in the early 60s
to become the Movement's anthem. It was here that
Rosa Parks came the summer before her historic decision to keep her seat on a Montgomery, Alabama bus
when the bus driver ordered her to give up her seat to a

Adults learn to read and write as pan of the Citizenship Education Classes on Johns lslasnd, South
Carolina 1957. A still from the film YOU GOT TO MOVE by Lucy Massie Phenix and Veronica Selver.
(Photo by Ida Berman)

Members of the Bumpass Cove Community in East Tennessee, stopping trucks carrying hazardous
wastes from entering their town, July 1979. A still from the film YOU GOT TO MOVE by Lucy Massie
Phenix and Veronica Selver. (Photo by Johnson City Press Chronicle)

stitutions. The viewer is repeatedly
white man, thereby sparking the Monstruck by the courage which the film's
tgomery bus boycott. These and many
characters have shown in their work.
other historic moments were inspired at
Bernice Johnson Reagon comments
the Highlander Center. Bill Saunders,
"Sometimes if you put your life on the
from Charleston, South Carolina,
line, they will not take it ... it was really
reflects that Highlander "had the agenbeyond life and death."
da of poor people."
Heroic women like Gail Story and
In many ways the Highlander Center
Mary Lee Rogers broke from their tradiis without walls. The insitution was, in
tional role of housewives to become comfact, driven from its earlier home in
munity leaders. Mary Lee Rogers stressMonteagle in 1961. Its buildings,
ed "Our mothers taught us to be good
vehicles, and library were sold at public
wives and mothers--that's it. That was
auction after an angry trial at which
our role in life, ... what we did five years
Horton and his associates were accused
ago--watch soap operas. Now ... I never
of being both Communist and immoral.
see a soap opera."
Like a phoenix rising from its ashes, the
Center was moved to Knoxville and later
hrough each story we sense the
quickly rebuilt in New Market,
presence of Myles Horton. The
Tennessee.
viewer is increasingly aware of
You Got to Move effectively shows
how Horton has touched and
how the Highlander Center's story lies
changed
each life in the film.
not in its buildings but in people. The
Moving back and forth from the comfilm opens with a series of short intermunities and voices of speakers to Horviews with Myles Horton, Bernice
ton tending his garden, we feel the bond
Robinson, Bernice Johnson Reagon, Bill
of courage which they share. Horton,
Saunders, Rebecca Simpson, Gail Story,
like Gandhi in India and Thoreau in
and Mary Lee Rogers, each of whom
Concord, has a deep sense of history,
later appear in longer sections which
and
his beliefs clearly shape the lives of
focus on their life and work. The viewer
those
with whom he works. The great
is struck by the warmth of each speaker
teacher is known through his students,
and by their varied backgrounds. Male
and each speaker bears witness to Horand female, white and black, a college
ton's vision.
student, a beautician, a mattress factory
Having presented the lives and places
worker, housewives and mothers from
Myles Horton helped shape, the film
Appalachia to the Deep South draw
shows him speaking at the Highlander
together to tell a common story. Each
A still, as pan of the Citizenship Education classes on Johns Island, South Carolina 1957, from Lucy Center's 50th anniversary in 1982. He
through the Highlander Center discovers Massie Phenix and Veronica Selver's film YOU GOT TO MOVE.
reflects, "We are part of a process of
they have both the personal resources
democratizing
society in hope to have a
and the legal right to rid their communities of segrega- nessee; and Deep South scenes from the Civil Rights
just
society
for
everybody.
Twin
to political democracy
tion, strip mining, and toxic waste. At Highlander they Movement all flow as inseparable parts of the whole.
is
economic
democracy.
We
must
be courageously
meet others from diverse backgrounds and find a comPhenix and Selver effectively use music to underscore
dedicated
for
the
long
haul."
mon bond. Bernice Robinson comments that Martin the rich array of voices and images in the film. An
The closing film credits reveal an impressive list of oonLuther King once told her "At Highlander you could opening sequence of black and white photographs is
tributors,
oonsultants, and supporters. Rich documentary
be washing dishes with someone who had a Ph.D. or carefully panned by the camera while Fred McDowell's
footage
used
throughout the film is drawn from colno D." Through Highlander each person in the film powerful rendition of You Got to Move is played.
lections
of
film
news archives. The work of thirty still
realizes that their lack of formal education can be over- Musical selections by the Moving Star Hall Singers,
photographers--from
Bob Adelman to Marion Post
come. Rebecca Simpson from Harlan County, Ken- Hazel Dickens, Sweet Honey in the Rock, the Reel
Wolcott-is
also
used.
Financial support was provided
tucky remembered "My education was just like a big World String Band and others are appropriately inby
the
Tennessee,
South
Carolina, Kentucky, and
black spot in my life. I couldn't be beyond that, I troduced in later sections of the film. This music
Alabama
Arts,
Humanities
and film funds and by the
thought ... ! found out you don't have to be educated heightens the deep love for the land which each of the
National
Endowment
for
the
Arts and the Ford Founto do what you have to do."
speakers stresses in conversations. The music and their
dation. And personal acknowledgements of 132 invoices together evoke a strong viewer response to Aphe film's opening sequence of interviews, while palachian landscapes scarred by strip mining and dividuals are also included.
These credits reflect the diverse, broad-based supbrief, effectively initiates a bonding between polluted with hazardous waste. The section on strip
port
upon which Lucy Massie Phenix and Veronica
the viewer and each speaker which steadily mining opens with a haunting ballad with the lines "I
Selver
drew to produce You Got to Move. Their film
deepens as the film evolves. Look as one may, come from the mountains, Kentucky's my home... Now
is
a
classic
which every southerner and every American
there are no seams in the film. Like a patch- there's only black water runs through the land."
should
view.
It is a beautifully crafted work of love
work quilt, its rich, colodul portraits are woven
The initial response of each speaker when confronted
and inspire all who see it.
which
will
move
together with a deh touch. We move through each sec- with a faceless enemy of corporate, state aQd federal
You
Got
to
Move
was recently awarded a blue ribtion and easily shift to new places and people. Scenes institutions was a sense of helplessness. Through the
bon at the 1986 American Film Festival.
in Charleston, South Carolina; Harlan County, Ken- Highlander Center each found the courage and the
For information contact First Run Features, 153
tucky; Bumpass Cove, Tennessee; New Market, Ten- knowledge to deal legally and effectively with these in- Waverly Place, New York, NY 10014, 212/243-0600 .
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NotesFromNicaragua
Robert Landau
Robert Landau is an independent video and filmmaker from Chapel Hill, North Carolina. He is currently finishing an original screenplay and can be
found at Tiajuana Fats Bar and Grill during Tar Heel basketball games.
NOTES FROM NICARAGUA. George King and
Elise Witt. 1985. VHS. Color. Sound. 28.40 m.
How does one separate fact from fiction, policy
from propaganda, or action from intention when it
comes to the complex mix of economics and
politics that dominate so much media coverage of
Central America today? When we see the three
minute blurb concerning the sending of more aid to
s0 called freedom fighters, or private citizens
heading off to some remote Latin location
harvesting a socialist sugar crop, it's hard not to
believe that somewhere upstairs looms a guiding
hand, an executive, who through some labyrinthine
interlocking board of directors, control not only
this particular TV network, two newspapers, and a
few well-placed magazines, but also majority
interest in coffee, rubber, and fruit plantations
around the world. Or perhaps that guy disguised ill
suit and tie is a well-placed operative, a member ol
a secret cell of red agents, worming its way into
our society like mold on last week's lunch. There
are still many people who believe this, who know
perhaps it's true.
So what avenues are available to the private
citizen curious about the goings on to ourself? One
might do what videomaker, George King and
musicians, Elise Witt and the Small Family
Orchestra did. That is, to go on what one member
of the band refers to as "a mild fact-finding
mission." In this sparsely produced video
documentary we see and hear the band talking
with, performing for, and playing audience to a
wide variety of Nicaraguan artist-worker-soldiers.
These people have much to tell us about their
relationship to their land, to their culture, to the
revolution and to the effects of US policy on their
country, both past and present. The major thesis
of this documentary is summed up by a worker
who tells us, "The war is keeping Nicaragua from
developing into a strong nation." At one point
early in the tape Alan Bolt, identified as writer,
theatre-director, dancer relates to us a quote from
a Nicaraguan general speaking to an invading US
colonel at the turn of the century. He says, "What
kind of democracy is yours that you feel you have
the right to come here to such a little country and
kill our people? You create the destruction of your
own country because your sons and daughters will
be ashamed of being U.S. citizens in the future
when they know of what you are doing here. I
won't surrender, I prefer to die standing up than
to live on my knees my whole life." This quote sets
the tone for most of what follows. Strong
performances by the band, Small Family Orchestra
are intercut with interviews of working Nicaraguan
people. Though a voiceover at the head of the tape
claims that "most of the people we spoke with
were blue collar workers," many of the people who
appear on camera are singers, dancers, musicians,
or artists of one type or another. Simultaneously
they are soldiers, policemen, field hands, and
revolutionaries. This paints the picture of a country
seemingly yearning for peace but being forced into
a war footing by the continuous pressure of the
U.S. backed Contras. The theme of the shotgun
wedding of culture and politics is continually
reinforced as it seems that the majority of this tape
was shot in government run community arts
centers. We see many scenes of soldiers taking part
in cultural exhibitions or warming up to rhythmic
hand clapping exercises before going off to fight.
It is hard not to be moved by the image of every
conceivable type of person, young, old, doctor,
architect being willing to fight and die for the
principles they believe the revolution has come to
symbolize. One is reminded of another revolution,
not so long ago, when playwright-poet Vladimir
Mayakovsk.y interrupted party members, standing
upon the table, a landscape painted on his face .
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A still from NOTES FROM NICARAGUA, a 30 minute music/video travelogue by George King and musicians Elise Witt & Small Family
Orchestra.

Some eleven or twelve years later he took his own
life, distraught over what he and his revolution had
become. What of the ordinary campesino? What of
the machineshop worker, or peasant Indian who
may not be of such a creative bent? These people
are represented here too, though not to the degree
that we hear from their more artistically inclined
compatriots. Perhaps structurally this is the major
flaw in this presentation. At one point in the tape
there is the major flaw in this presentation. At one
point in the tape there is a segment where two
young boys speak of supporting the opposition
Independent Liberal party followed by proSandinistas proclaiming freedom of expression in
their society. Unfortunately this combined with the
tape's lack of historical background cannot truly
pass for journalistic balance. There is but scant
mention of the history of American interventionism
in Nicaragua, no background on the brutally
repressive Somoza regime, no signpost to guide the
uninitiate through the maze of dogma and
managed news reports.
What we are left with then is essentially the
other side of the coin. No one is pulling the strings
of the videomakers to come down on one side or
the other, nor is any board of control clamoring for
equal time for each prevailing opinion. But then
where does that leave us against the background of
claims of persecution of the Miskito Indians, of
claims of the curtailing of personal freedom, of
freedom of the press, by the Nicaraguan
government? Would it not be possible for another
group of people holding different political points of
view to go to Nicaragua and come home with a
wholly different sort of documentary? Notes from
Nicaragua gives rise to such questions but does not
attempt to furnish the answers.
Still it is hard not to be moved by the vital
energy of these people. When one musicianpoliceman speaks of his guitar as being a musical
weapon of the revolution, it is hard not to believe
in the power and lyrical beauty of his playing.

Another soldier-dancer's movements display the
control and graceful strength one would associate
with the martial arts. All this joy and vibrance is
summed up in the tape's finale, a celebration of
the harvest that has been reaped to the hypnotic
rhythm of shaken beans, left wrapped in plastic
bundles, drying in the sun like so many soldiers in
body bags. All this ahead of the rumored threat of
approaching Contra soldiers.

It is in these images and spoken words that the
power of this documentary exists. It is almost
unfair to compare it to similar works produced by
agencies of greater technical and financial
resources. Like most other works on this subject,
this tape aspires to the truth. But unlike most of
the fare created for the consumption of mass
television, the videomakers here seem to have a
genuine rapport and common link with the subjects
of the tape. Conversely, they do not have the
equipment Notes from Nicaragua has the
appearance of being shot with a home video
camera) nor the editorial or technical skills to give
it the polish that seems to be a prerequisite for
acceptance by that mass media. One can only hope
that through widespread closed circuit distribution
or perhaps a more open-minded attitude on the
part of public television, that this tape will be seen
by a broad cross-section of the population. A
population that needs more information and more
tapes like this to keep us from becoming a society
segmented, each group preaching to its own
converted.
Notes from Nicaragua has been broadcast on
PBS in Atlanta and is currently being considered
for PBS broadcast by other southern states.
Notes from Nicaragua is available for purchase
in the following video formats: VHS $40.00 and
~" $75.00. Both prices include postage.
For more information contact Pegajosa
Productions, 1083 Austin Avenue, NE, Atlanta,
GA 30307.
0

Doc & Merle
Steve Roszell
Stephen Roszell is an independent video documentarian and Artist-in-Residence with the Kentucky Arts Council in Louisville, Kentucky.
His work includes WRITING IN WATER, a rural family's intertwined remembrances of a past brush with insanity, and OTHER PRISONERS,
a work-in-progress collection of anecdotes and thoughts from prison guards and inmates.

DOC & MERLE. Joe Murphy and Kevin Balling.
1986. %" Video. Color. Sound. 60m.
Doc & Merle is a videotape tribute to the music of
Doc and Merle Watson, two of the most innovative
musicians working with traditional material. It was
produced by Joe Murphy and Kevin Balling with
major support by Appalachian State University in
Boone, North Carolina.
Doc & Merle is foremost a musical record. Those
moments when I had an unobstructed view of Doc or
Merle playing are the ones where the tape works to its
fullest potential -- allowing an extraordinary nearness
to the music. It's pleasant just to watch Watson's
hands, and to hear these songs. And there is a lot of
good music here.
Watson's music springs from the tradition of "home
music"-- music produced by and for one's family and
friends. And the allegiances here are strong for Doc.
"This thing about putting people on pedestals ... hell,
we're all people," he says at one point, "if we do what
we do well, others should appreciate it, but not worship us for it or make gods of us."
And if there is a dramatic tension in the tape, it's
here- in the way Doc's fame and travels have
indelibly affected his relationship to his music,
in fact, putting him on a pedestal of sorts.
Watson feels a definite ambivalence about his
career, which began playing for money on the
street. An old photo shows Doc by an alley
wearing his worried/ serious/happy expression
and, despite his accompanying remarks to the
contrary, it's obvious this was an undertaking
which he still finds a little embarrassing. An
undertaking in which he is still essentially
involved -- the selling of himself as a
"commodity" (in his own words), balanced
against the wish to be truly a "home
. . ,,
mus1c1an.
This theme exists in the meeting of Doc's
mountain culture and that of the great big
world -- here represented by the Sixties' folk
revival which "discovered" Doc. In some
black and white footage from their first
performances in New York in 1961, Doc and
two fellow mountain boys wear faintly
apprehensive expressions hhey are playing
Daniel Prayed, a song about an innocent
thown into the lions' den). "We thought they
was cheering 'cause they was sorry for us,"
says Doc.

story it seems the reaction lies across a generation.
Here, it is Merle who pulls back, in reaction to a father
who perhaps gave too large a part of his life to his career
and the road.
In one scene Merle and his son are clearing a lot,
and the interviewer asks why he didn't accompany Doc
to New York to play Carnegie Hall the night before.
"I've played there .... " Indeed, two months after his
mother taught him guitar, he played alongside his
father for the first time -- in front of an audience of
12,000 at Berkeley. As the son works out loose ends
in the life of the father, Merle seems more private, and
farther from the lure of the road. "Home is home,"
says Merle with a sense of separation, "and business
is business." Whereas Doc may say of all of his
traveling, "I wouldn't do it again," explaining that it
was only the need to support his family that started
him on the road, he is apparently unable to resist the
next time the opportunity calls.
Merle Watson's tragic death came during post
production, and is the climax of the piece. The weight
of such a tragedy is a delicate thing to deal with, though
the filmmakers handle it with dignity and a minimum
of exploitation. Merle plays his own requiem
underneath a montage of photos, footage shot around

the farm, and finally a shot in slow motion of his casket
being carried. There is not a lot to be said at a time
like this, and the filmmakers left things mercifully
quiet. And, as his death plays no part in exploration
of theme within the tape, the only improvement might
have been to ignore it altogether, dealing with it as a
statement at the very close of the piece.
I suppose the criticisms I have of Doc & Merle come
when I approach it as a serious work of documentary I
art and, being unconvinced that these were the
filmmakers' intentions -- the accompanying notes say
only that it is a "one hour television documentary about
Doc and Merle Watson and their music" -these may
not be fair criteria against which to judge the tape.
There are two kinds of documentary -- works
concerned with a chimerical attempt to faithfully
portray a "reality," and works that approach a given
situation subjectively and treat it as a metaphor for
something larger. This tape is of the first calling-- a
perhaps too-standard presentation believing in its own
objectivity. It seeks only to familiarize an audience with
a man's life, while making few bold, subjective, or
personal judgments. And it is good at this undertaking
-- I entered the piece relatively naive of Doc and Merle
Watson's work, and left it with a rich sense
of both their range and their thoughts about
the place of their work within their lives.
But more universal themes in Doc's life exist
in the rough within this tape, requiring the
viewer to make this a story of more than just
passing interest. It isn't only that the work of
interpretation is left to the viewer -- the
audience msut share in that effort if the work
is to be meaningful -- but the tape's
construction seems to deny anything in it
demanding reflection.
At the level of being only a tribute, I wonder
what Doc thinks of the tape. The show after
all proclaims the very specialness of which Doc
seemed so leery -- the opening scene rodeos
random fans together into a series of accolades
adding up to, "He's the best there ever was... "
And the interviewer I director seems the
biggest fan of all. There is too much
admiration when he looks at Doc for me to
trust his objectivity, and I am certain that Doc
will be represented as nothing less than
wonderful. I have to wonder why the
interviewer/ director is so ever-present in the
piece. He is not integral to the tape and he's
not consciously developed as a character.
On the other hand, perhaps he plays an
ironically pivotal role after all, in a tape where
a major theme might be Watson's ambivalence
about being put on a pedestal whether in New
York or North Carolina.

Two of the old New York folkies who
brought Doc to Carnegie Hall appear in the
tape. Ralph Rinzler and John Cohen seem
stuck in time, replaying their wonderfully
useless roles - like documentarians and critics
- as those doomed to expound on the real and
beautiiul which came just before. With no
Doc & Merle will be an asset to libraries and
tongue in his cheek at all, Cohen recalls the
collections seeking to assemble a record of
significance of his "discovery" of the breadth
Traditional Music. And it will be a nice
of Doc's repertoire. It seems every other song
introduction both to those viewers who are
on the tape is followed by Cohen saying
unfamiliar with the W atsons and to old fans
something like, "Everybody sat there saying,
who will enjoy the vantage-point it allows on
'Go, go, go, go man! "
their work. As a document, it is successful and
Another comparison the tape presents is
worthwhile. As documentary, it lacks the
between the characters of Doc and his son A production still from Joe Murphy and Kevin Balling's videotape DOC & MERLE. vision to be truly important.
Merle, marking the moment of something Joe Murphy interviews Doc Watson on hi3 porch while Kevin Balling shoots and graduate
concrete and timeless as it travels from one student Dave Faires tapes sound.
For further information, contact Joe
Murphy, Curriculum & Instruction
generation to another. Where another film
might show a man sticking his head out the door and
Department, Appalachian State University, Boone,
being shot at and pulling it back, in Doc and Merle's
NC 28608.
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Patricia Bustamante
Patricia Bustamante is an independent animator
in Columbia, South Carolina.
DAVID BOATWRIGHT
CHARLESTON, S.C.
Eight years ago, David .shot several thousand feet
of film documenting the closing of Aimar's Drugstore
in Charleston, S.C., and now he will complete the production of .. .Aimar's, a 30 minute, 16mm black and
white film. The Aimar family first opened the store in
1852 and it dispensed homeopathic and other herbal
remedies to the community for more than four generations. "The material chronicles the emotional interaction between the store's customers and its owners,
brothers Harold Aimar, 70, and George Washington
Aimar, 76, during the last two weeks of the store's
operation. What made Aimar's Drug Store so unique
and its passing so especially poignant was its physical
and emotional links with the previous century. Stuffed birds and animals were on display, relics from the
days when taxidermy was done in drugstores, and walls
lined with ancient pharmaceutical mixtures which the
Aimars continued to sell until they closed. The effect
imparted to the odd passerby who happened to enter
Aimar's was like slipping into another era where
everything one saw was very pleasing to the eye. A
series of old customers and cronies drift in to reminisce
or to get some remedy which will hereafter be
unavailable. Much of their clientele were country
blacks transplanted to the city who carried on the tradition of seeking out the brothers for their knowledge of
herbal medicine. The realtor stops by to discuss the
sale of the building while his assistant tacks up signs,
the young delivery boy shunts in and out on his bicycle, a man drops by to have a brace refitted during
which the brothers deal with the endless details of shutting down the business. On the last day of business,
friends and family drop by for a small ceremony and
picture taking session as the brothers use their century
old keys to lock the store for the last time only to open
two minutes later when a customer drops by to have
a prescripton filled. When open, Aimar's was a place
where fragile threads to the past were visible; when the
store closed, they simply disappeared into the fabric
of contemporary Charleston. Eight years later, the film
material seems more valuable than ever." The production of .. .Aimar's was partly funded by the National
Endowment for the Arts Southeast Media Fellowship
Program. For more information on this project contact David at 58 Hasell St., Charleston, S.C. 29401.

rescued in the end by the powers of imagination, with
the arrival of an antique locomotive that had the ability to fly. The people sprout diaphanous wings to follow
this train's example, and they fly away with it. This
film is about the triumph of the imagination. I want
to affect audiences with the gigantism of the flower exploding from the ground, its voraciousness and
catastrophic effects. My hope is to convey the feeling
that imagination would play a role in expiating America
.from the nightmare of technology run amuck. I feel
that Americans are essentially dreamers and see that
as a positive quality and a vehicle to move into the
future in more of a creative logic than in terms of a
Descartian hard reality." The animation is threefourths completed and Fred is now arranging to have
music composed for the film by George Winston, a jazz
musician. "I would like to develop a music track that
incorporates American type themes in a subtle manner." The soundtrack will consist mainly of music with
sound effects to accompany the action. The Burial of
Natty Bumppo has been funded by grants from the National Endowment for the Arts and the NEA Southeast
Media Fellowship Program. For more Information on
Fred's work contact him at 406 S. Greensboro St.,
Carrboro, N.C. 27510.

MINDY FABER
LEXINGTON, KY.

WORKS
IN
PROGRESS
TOM DAVENPORT
DELAPLANE, VA

FRED BURNS
CARRBORO,NC
Fred's current project The Burial of Natty Bumppo,
is an eight minute, 35mm eel animation, which he expects to complete by the end of this year. "I'm fortunate to have access to a fully computerized Oxberry
35mm Filmmaster camera which has opened a whole
range of possibilities. The camera is so adept, it makes
elaborate moves quickly and does in seconds what used to take me days to figure out. I prefer the 35mm
format because it allows for highly detailed scenes and
the color range and crispness of the image are superior.
In The Burial of Natty Bumppo, I am trying to work
with the mythic undercurrent of American popular
culture and the way technology and social pressures
made a grotesque reality of the 'American Dream.' The
film begins with an antique locomotive emerging from
a comet in the sky and slowly approaching down to a
turn-of-the-century train station. Through the mist
passengers appear running with suitcases towards the
train. Suddenly from the ground bursts a colossal
steam-powered iron flower that destroys the dreamy
surroundings and chars the people into strange positions. The flower blooms into an elegant and horrific
vegetal factory: a 'Garden of Eden' ruthlessly consuming the lives of the population. But, these victims are

Landis family, and the portrayal of a very strong family
unit representing what is best in the southern black
community. This project was funded by the National
Endowment for the Arts, the North Carolina Arts
Council, the North Carolina Humanities Commission,
the Scaggs Foundation, and the Southeast Media
Fellowship Program. The documentary will be
distributed by Davenport Films on video and film format. Tom hopes to reach a wider segment of the community by having the videotape format available. A
premiere of A Singing Stream is planned for August
of 1986.
Whickedy Whack or Soldier Jack, the eighth film
in the Folklore Series, is a 30 minute dramatic adaptation of an American folktale from the Appalachian
region, set around 1945 in Virginia. The story tells of
a man who catches death in a magical sack so nobody
can die, and depicts the eventual outcome of such an
action. Whickedy Whack has been funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Virginia
Commission for the Humanities, and the Virginia
Commission for the Arts. Tom expects to complete this
last project by late Fall. For more information contact:
Davenport Films, Rt. 1 Box 527, Delaplane, VA
22025.

Tom is presently working on two major film projects:
A Singing Stream, in the final stages of production,
and Whickedy Whack or Soldier Jack, which was
begun earlier this year.
A Singing Stream is the fourth film in the American
Traditional Culture Series, a co-production of Davenport Films and Curriculum in Folklore at UNC-Chapel
Hill. Also participating on the project are Marcia
Neidley, Allen Tullos and Dan Patterson. This hour
long 16mm documentary is centered around a musically gifted black family from Creedmoor in the North
Carolina piedmont. A Singing Stream will illuminate
the history of the Landis family as it passed through
segregation, the Great Depression, the decline of the
family farm, emigration, industrialization, integration
and other social changes that have occurred during the
lifetime of the 87 year old family matriarch, Bertha
Landis. "Originally, the film was narrowly focused on
a black male gospel quartet group, the Golden Echoes.
But, a study of that group led us back into the history
of the Landis family, from which the leading members
of that group came. The history of this family has in
turn illuminated the history of a region." Even though
music is a common thread throughout the documentary - containing singing styles that span the 20th century, the main thrust of the film is in the life of the

Mindy is completing her video project Fantasy
Radio, a 12 minute experimental narrative. "The project itself centers on the Rush/Division St. Gold Coast
scene in Chicago, featuring a young single woman in
the mass-media culture of the 80's and her fascination
with Valcano, a local radio DJ. Focusing primarily on
one of Valcano's daily fantasy tales which she recounts
in a throaty seductive voice on WFSY, Fantasy Radio,
it operates as the principle narrative thread of the piece.
The tape tends to walk a thin line between campy
humor and somber intensity as the myths of American
romance slowly break down to reveal the onedimensionality of her materialistic values." The heroine
in Fantasy Radio becomes obsessed with her external
image, and in the process of attaining that physical
perfection she looses contact with who she is, where
she came from, or what her name is. Initially, the
woman is just listening to Valcano's story, but gradually her life becomes that of the narrative. "It is very ambivalent as to who this woman is and whether she is
the woman Valcano is talking about, but at the end
the two separate stories turn into one." There were two
main influences that triggered Fantasy Radio, one was
the movie Choose Me in which Genevieve Bujold plays
a woman who hosts a sex therapy show on the radio.
The other was an actual radio commentator in Chicago
who also conducts a sex therapy talk show over the air.
Mindy became interested in listening to the show and
was amazed at how much confusion there is over
gender roles, relationships and love, and how the
desperation to fall in love is so overwhelming that it
leads people to act in a very irrational manner. "What
I tried to do was to find reason for that in the culture
and how we are not taught to behave in relationships
as we are growing up. I use humor to be more accessible, but there is an underlying message that is very
powerful. It is important to me to try to be accessible,
I don't want to be the artist who creates for one's self.
I want to reach out and communicate with people
without sacrificing the integrity of my work. One of
the rewarding aspects of doing videos is to be able to
do something powerful and meaningful that has large
appeal. I'm interested in the television culture and I
like the way the video image looks, the technique and
its immediacy. It is very exciting to experiment with
an expanding medium." Mindy plans to distribute
Fantasy Radio through independent and cable TV
channels, the Video Data Bank and alternative media
centers. Another interesting source of distribution for
videos is the Chicago Public Library. They accept tapes
by videomakers that are then circulated as part of the
collection. The video library brings in people who
would not normally come into the library, and on the
other hand, it exposes library users to a new form of
television. Fantasy Radio was funded in part by the
NEA Southeast Media Fellowship Program. For more
information contact: Mindy Faber at 5202 North
Wayne, Chicago, IL 60640.

seapes change with time of day, season and cloud cover.
The colors I use are not the colors of nature -- they
are the colors of photography. With folks watching TV
for seven hours and many not seeing seven hours of
daylight, perhaps the colors of photography are the
ones we judge landscapes with." This project has been
funded in its entirety by the filmmaker.

TOM WHITESIDE
WILKESBORO, NC
For the past two years, Tom has been working on
a 16mm, silent film series entitled Chromatic Landscape. "The series is about haH completed and each
film varies from 3 to 9 minutes in length. They range
from the coast to the mountains, and have all been shot
in North Carolina. My main concern with Chromatic
Landscapes has been color. There is almost a constant
superimposition in these films, so that the viewer is
made aware of the textures of land/ sea/ sky - and very
often I have used color filter - not color correction
filters, because I am not concerned with being correct
but with creating something new. The landscape has
long been a primary subject in art. But, as the painting and the still photograph have been limited in their
ability to show the passing of time, with motion pictures what may be most interesting is the way land-

A still from Mindy Faber's video FANTASY RADIO.

Tom is currently participating in the Visiting Artist
Program which is sponsored by the Department of
Community Colleges and the North Carolina Arts
Council. During the year residency, Tom has been
responsible for designing and hosting a variety of film
related activities, including the North Carolina Invitational Film Festival held at the Campus of Wilkes
Community College. For more information on these
and other projects contact: Tom Whiteside, Wilkes
Community College, Drawer 120, Wilkesboro, N.C.
28697.
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MAC Workshop Series
A South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts Center Program
Media Arts Center Fall Workshop
VHS Video Editing
September 27, 1986
The South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts
Center is planning several fall workshops for media artists. The first will be a VHS Video Editing Workshop,
held at the Center Saturday, September 27, 1986. The
workshop will be an intensive hands-on session for
beginning to intermediate level video makers, and will
teach the concepts and practice of effective video
editing. As an excellent introduction to the creative art
of editing, participants will learn on the Center's JVC
VHS ~" system. Topics covered will include using the
automatic editing controller, shooting for effective
editing, and things to consider in structuring your tape.
Sample editing projects will be edited to give participants hands-on experience.
The workshop will be conducted by David Sloss,
Media Arts Center Equipment and Facilities Coordinator. Enrollment will be limited to 12, so please
register early. To register and for more information on
this and other workshops contact Michael Fleishman,
SCAC Media Arts Center, 1800 Gervais St., Columbia, S.C. 29201 8031734-8696.

REGISTRATION FORM
Please make payments to the South Carolina Arts Commission.
There is a registration fee of $20.
To register and for more information contact:
Michael Fleishman
South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts Center
1800 Gervais Street, Columbia, S.C. 29201
(803) 734-8696
Name

Address

Phone

City

State

Zip

Age

$20 Workshop Registration, Sept. 27, 1986

Check Enclosed YES _ _

NO _ _

Please notify the South Carolina Arts Commission if, because of a disability, you need special services
in order to participate.
Funded in part through grants from the National Endowment for the Arts.

ON THE COVER
Ed Harris as Jimmy Wing in Victor Nunez's feature film A FLASH OF GREEN based on the novel by John D. McDonald.

INDEPENDENT SPIRIT is published by the South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts Center with-support from the National
Endowment for the Arts and is distributed free of charge to media producers and consumers and other interested individuals and
organizations, most of whom are located in the Southeast. Contributions pertaining to the INDEPENDENT SPIRIT or to the
independent media community are welcome. All correspondence should be addressed to INDEPENDENT SPIRIT, South Carolina Arts
Commission, 1800 Gervais Street, Columbia, SC 29201. The viewpoints expressed in this issue do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
South Carolina Arts Commission.
The South Carolina Arts Commission is a state agency which promotes the visual, literary, performing and media arts in South Carolina.
The SCAC Media Arts Center supports media artists and media arts in a ten-state southeastern region, which includes Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, as well as South Carolina. Both SCAC and
SCACMAC receive funds from the National Endowment for the Arts.
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